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About Red Hot Bruning



GENERAL INFORMATION

Game Type  5-line fixed, 3-rows-5-reel video slot 

Theme  Fruits

GAME FEATURES

 
Two Scatter Symbols
Expanding Wld Symbol

PAYOUT

Default maximum Win  3000 times bet per line

Hit Frequency (%)  Approx. 12% at 5 lines played

Jackpot  Not suitable

Volatility

 

Variations

Variations (%) 90  91   92 93   94  95 96 

Return (%)  90,00 91,00 92,00 93,00 94,00 95,00 96,00

GAME DESIGN

Game Theme and Graphics

Ready for some scintillating action? Then Red Hot Burning is the game for you, but only 
if you can take the heat of 5 fixed lines, expanding Wilds and two Scatter symbols! Keep 
an eye out for the burning 7 symbol, as this pays out the most! 

Main Game

The aim of Red Hot Burning is to line up five identical symbols next to each other from 
left to right across 5 fixed win lines. A minimum combination of two or three matching 
symbols starting from the leftmost reel pays out. The Wild symbol only appears on reels 
2, 3 and 4 and expand across the reel to substitute all symbols except the Scatter to 
form winning combinations. There are two Scatter symbols in this game, the Star symbol 
only appears on reels 1, 3 and 5, while the Dollar Scatter appears on all reels. 

Rules

All prizes are for combinations of adjacent symbols of a kind on selected lines, 
except Scatters.
All prizes are for combinations left to right, except Scatters.
Highest win only paid on each selected line and per Scatter combination.
Scatter symbols pay at any position on screen.
Scatter wins and line wins are added.
Scattered 'Star' symbol appears on the 1st, 3rd and 5th reel only.
Wild symbol appears on the 2nd, 3rd and 4th reel only and substitutes for all 
symbols an the same reel, except Scatters.
Malfunction voids all pays and plays.



PAYTABLE

SYMBOL 5x 4x 3x 2x LINE SCATTER SPECIAL FUNCTION

Seven 3000 200 50 10 x    

Grapes 500 100 40 x     

Melon 500 100 40 x     

Bell  200 50 20 x     

Cherry 100 30 10 x

Lemon 100 30 10 x

Orange 100 30 10 x

Plum 100 30 10 x

Dollar 100 20 3 x

Star 20 x Appears on reels 1, 3 and 5 only

Wild x Appears on reels 2, 3 and 4 only / Substitutes for all symbols on the same reel, except Scatters
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